
“Youngest to Complete Hillary Trail in a Day” - Record Smashed 
 
The March 2012 edition of Wilderness Magazine stated “Auckland’s Hillary Trail has come under 
fire for being too tough, poorly maintained and hardly ever walked”.  It describes one section 
cleverly; “It is hard to find the right words to describe it.  It is, essentially, two hours of bog, of 
sloshing through giant mud ponds clutching at trees and wondering when the torment will end”.  
Near the end of the article a piece of advice is offered; “Hillary Trail Tips. Walk the trail in six, not 
four, days”. 

 
On Saturday 10 
March 2012, twins 
Ashley and Claire 
Thomson, who are 
year nine Botany 
Downs Secondary 
College students, 
ignored such soft 
advice and became 
the youngest to ever 
complete the full 
Hillary Trail, from 
start to finish in a 
single day, at 13 
years 110 days.  
Setting off from 
Arataki Visitors 
Centre with me at 

1:00 am, they ran and fast hiked the entire original 75km official route.  Through night and day 
their dogged determination never faltered for a shade under twenty hours when we finally 
reached the finish at Muriwai Beach.   
 
The beauty of specific sections of the Hillary Trail is well known.  Omanawanui, Pararaha, Mercer 
Bay and Te Henga are, in a nutshell, what the “wild west coast” is all about.  We had hiked these 
tracks many times.  This stepped up a gear with us knocking off our first epic Whatipu to Muriwai 
in December 2011, following that up with a half day to knock off the remaining Arataki to Whatipu 
section a month later.  It was a massive buzz to complete the trail in a day and a half but left us 
all a little empty.  We couldn’t join the elite club of “Hillary Trail in a Day” legends.  We couldn’t 
get our name on Shaun Collins’ famed honours board.  Ashley and Claire were almost indignant at 
this; I could see it in their faces.  It was time to do something about it. 
 
We decided after stewing on it for weeks to give the full trail a nudge over Easter.  We accepted 
that failure was a real possibility with something this extreme but we also knew that there was 
nothing to lose in trying.  As Theodore Roosevelt put it: 
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 “Far better is it to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, even though checked by failure 
... than to rank with those poor spirits who neither enjoy much nor suffer much, because they live 
in a gray twilight that knows not victory nor defeat.” 
 
Training 
 
Our training was targeted squarely at endurance.  Hiking since the age of eight, Ashley and Claire 
had already knocked off some big days summiting Mt Taranaki, the Tongariro Crossing including 
the two summit side trips in a day, hiking in the Tararuas, Pouakai Ranges, Hunuas, Kaimais and 
Coromandel Ranges among others.  Our training cornerstones were: 
 
Train on the Trail.  
We hit head on the 
nasty parts of the 
trail that we had 
hated the most on 
previous trips.  The 
monster Kuataika 
Hill in particular had 
to be tamed.  Its 
soul sapping 
exposed clay slopes 
seem never-ending 
at times and were 
perfect strength 
and lactic threshold 
training. 
 
Know the Route. Hillary Trail history is littered with wrong turns and navigational issues. We 
carried a GPS at night and a map by day even though we had covered the entire trail in sections a 
number of times previously.  Aside from taking a 10 minute unplanned detour in the dark at the 
bottom of Hamilton Track, our navigation was bang on. Note to all: Take a left at the end of 
Hamilton then a few metres later a dogleg right, don’t just turn immediately right!!! 
 
Long Days over Speed.  Ashley and Claire are already fit; performing among the top ten in 
Auckland often for cross country and long distance track.  Leading up to the attempt we ticked off 
a big day five out of the previous six weekends clocking between 25km and 35km each time. Our 
training included Piha - Bethells return and a full rough traverse of the Hunua Ranges.  Ashley and 
Claire’s dedication and focus was simply amazing and the results were 13 year old legs that 
seemed to be able to tick over almost effortlessly for twenty hours. 
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The Plan 
 
No, we didn’t just go out and “do it”.  Our plan was incredibly specific and detailed.  Our training 
told us exactly what times to expect on each leg. Our experience told us what to allow for breaks 
and what degradation of performance to expect over a long day. 
 

Our strategy was simple: get to the end of each 
leg in good shape one leg at a time.  We 
deliberately set out to ease our way to Whatipu 
knowing and accepting that Hamilton Track would 
take close to 90 minutes, or in fact as long as it 
took in the dark.  We would embrace the slow 
progress knowing we could make up for it on 
other sections.  
 
We would run only the easy sections and no hills 
on the first two legs.  Great times on the first 
three legs would be of no comfort if we fell apart, 
hit the wall, blistered or cramped up forcing a 
DNF.  This is a different approach to Shaun 
Collins’ “Be Aggressive”, but we are living in 
mortal’s bodies.  No ‘sub ten hour’ was in the 
cross hairs.  I think it is important to know your 
capabilities and work with them. 
 
“Feed the Machine”. ‘Look after the body’ and 
‘conserve energy’ were key mantras.  We kept 
quoting Shaun Collins out loud and kept the finger 
on the pulse, getting the balance between energy 
in and out all day.  We loaded up with pasta late 
afternoon before the run.  On the day it was all 
natural food; no gels.  We hit the bananas, 
oranges, tuna sandwiches, crackers, a few salty 
chips, jerky and lollies. I also usually use ‘One 
Square Meals’ and dark chocolate but for some 
reason they just didn’t agree with me on the day 
so they were quickly ditched. 
 
 

Hydrate.  Our hydration plan revolved around heavy use of electrolyte laden drink.  Even most of 
our water had a little Powerade added.  I would have loved to have known how much we went 
through in the day but it was a fair bit! We also hit the Coca-Cola on a couple of stops.  It tastes 
great out of a chilly-bin full of ice!   
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Top Class Support.  Employing lessons learnt from my one Oxfam 100km in 2009, we ensured Mel 
(our ever patient support crew) had everything surgically organised.  We noted for each leg our 
specific requirements including which of the three pairs of shoes we each had on hand would be 
used next.  Mel ensured discarded shoes were cleaned and dried and available for future legs 
where required.  We also placed our stops, where possible, after instead of before water crossings 
to minimise time in wet socks.  For example, North Piha instead of the Café, Karamatura car park 
instead of Huia Bay and utilising Karekare car park. 
 
Choose the day carefully.  Learning from our hiking years we tracked the weather forecast daily. 
We looked at the moon phasing, tides, wind and temperatures.  A month out from Easter a great 
day was offered along with one hour extra light over our original planned day.  We felt we were 
ready so we locked in 10 March 2012.  It did mean a very busy week beforehand as we pulled 
together all the gear we needed and rushed to complete our plans. 
 
The Execution 
 
Leg 1 Arataki to Huia 12km 
 
Setting out at 1:00am, a 
warm night greeted us. It 
was still and almost steamy 
with overcast conditions.  
We knew the first leg 
would be a battle of the 
mind so we concentrated 
firmly on each section and 
upon conserving energy 
while moving as efficiently 
as possible. Lightly jogging 
down Slip Track we were 
well aware of the first trap 
which is to run straight 
past Pipeline Track.  A big 
orange reflector alerted us 
and off we went down the 
correct way.  Large 
sections of Pipeline Track 
were sticky, wet, sole 
clogging clay, much worse conditions than we had for our trip in January.  A good sized live kauri 
snail in the middle of the track was great to see and a surprise so close to the start.  A few photos 
later we were off.  We would, however, only see one more for the entire trip. 
 
Hamilton Track was simply the “Ninth Circle of Hell”.  In the misty night it just didn’t make any 
sense to plough through all the oversized puddles even given the fact we had long before 
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resigned ourselves to getting muddy.  We had to look after our feet so we just took one step at a 
time to put this track behind being careful not to twist or sprain the ankles that had to take us to 
the finish line.  We endeavoured to be as elegant as possible but it seldom worked. Ashley once 
lost her balance crashing bum first into a puddle of mud.  All were in good spirits though and we 
counted up wolf spider after wolf spider as the hunters appeared in our headlamps. Finally, after 
around 90 minutes, celebrations erupted when we hit the end of the track. 
 
Our intention to have a picture perfect navigation day received a blot on the record book at the 
bottom of Hamilton Track, but we realised our mistake quickly and backtracked.  10 minutes 
“detour” here plus the fact that we were slower through Hamilton than expected could have 
played on our mind but our number one strategy was to get to Whatipu in one piece and in great 
shape.  On that front we were excelling. 
 
We jogged most of the metal road to Huia under a huge full moon.  We felt good but were 25 
minutes behind our conservative target time. 
 
Leg 2 Huia to Whatipu 11km 
 
The climb to Karamatura Junction went without incident.  Fresh shoes and socks felt great.  
Ashley and Claire were happy to ditch their old shoes and get into their nice new Scarpas for this 
leg.  They were in third gear and flying up the hills quickly navigating even the steepest sections.  
Before we knew it we were at The Forks after successfully navigating the bogs near the top.  The 
climb to the highest point on the trail was shorter and easier than I remembered.  We looked now 
for the wide, open easy track to Mt Donald McLean. 

 
It was not to be.  This section 
which we had targeted for 
some good running was in 
way worse condition than 
when we flew down it in 
January.  It is a moderate, 
mostly graded but now greasy 
descent.  In the dark we just 
could not get the speed on we 
wanted.  There were a 
number of boggy sections 
that needed navigating too.  
Again no one panicked here 
as our number one objective 
was still intact.  We were all 
feeling as fresh as daisies. 
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look familiar and nagging in my head was the thought I had taken a careless wrong turn.  I was 
very thankful to be able to quickly pull out the GPS from my backpack, check and evaporate our 
fears and continue on.  I took a couple of tumbles on the greasy rock surfaces as we trucked on 
at a good pace towards Omanawanui.  By this stage daylight couldn’t come soon enough, we had 
been battling in the dark for five hours. 
 
Omanawanui Track gave us a pleasant surprise.  In January it was a very overgrown and narrow 
single track.  Very recent track clearing became obvious making this section quicker than 
anticipated.  Claire doesn’t like this section much because of the many little steep tricky technical 
downhill sections but again we just eased around hiking the tricky bits and jogging the easier 
lengths.  Sunrise now, the red and orange fire in the sky over the Manukau Harbour against the 
black silhouette of Omanawanui Peak was stunning and we lingered longer than we should have 
enjoying the views and taking photos. 
 
It was relieving to find Mel set up and organised for a quick break.  Now it was business, and 
onward to reel in some time. We were now 45 minutes behind my conservative estimate.  
However I was comfortable with this as we all felt fantastic and I was confident we would at least 
hold our plan from now on.  The thought of Te Henga in the dark was what our plan was set to 
avoid.  We were on the edge now, but we had many hours to swing that back in our favour.  
 
Leg 3 Whatipu to Karekare 10km 
 
We were stoked to see 
Gibbons Track had also 
had some very recent 
track clearing evident 
and even detour track 
sections had been 
installed to route around 
the worst stretches of 
the mud.  With the 
gentle morning sun on 
our backs we made good 
time here, jogging all of 
the tops sections, and 
admiring the view in the 
early morning light.  
Soon the Walker Ridge 
Junction was attained and we were off down Muir Track.  Damn, that little unmarked track split 
part way down caused a little pause and map consult!  I was trying to remember which way to 
go.  The answer is you can go either way, they rejoin each other about a minute on!!  Pararaha is 
an awe inspiring section of track and it is impossible not to stop occasionally and admire the 
Jurassic Park like valley from the viewpoints on the way down Muir Track.   
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Zion Hill saw me failing to keep up with the twins.  Ashley in particular monstered the slopes up 
Mt Zion.  I am sure this climb was shorter last time I did it!  Supporting text messages flowed in 
from various people as we hit a small pocket of phone coverage on our descent into Karekare 
Beach.  I fired off a few replies.  On arrival into Karekare we had pulled back to just 15 minutes 
off my conservative estimate.  Things were looking good.  On top of the usual routines, we all 
quickly washed our faces and brushed our teeth here.  This is a little trick for long days out I have 
found; it just makes you feel “human” and freshens you up. 
 
Leg 4 Karekare to North Piha 11km 
 
Leaving Karekare we had to climb the hill on Comans to Mercer Bay.  They had been cutting trees 
and flax.  Then we had a few easy, fast kilometres on the road and onto Ussher Track.  The 
temperature was still moderate even though we had clocked past midday by this stage.  This was 
a huge encouragement to us as we had already experienced what the backblocks of Anawhata 
was like under a scorching mid afternoon sun.  Kitekite Falls was a beautiful sight; we always love 
it.  We ran Piha Beach in bare feet.  It felt good to give our feet some fresh air and to feel the 
cool salt water. 
 
We had caught back up to just inside our estimated conservative time.  Everyone still felt 
fantastic.  Our confidence was building.  Stopping at North Piha we had a good lunch, dried out 
our feet, changed socks, put our shoes back on and then we were on our way to Bethells Beach. 
 
 
Leg 5 North Piha to Bethells 15km 

 
This usually hellish 
section of the trail can 
just systematically drain 
your soul and energy 
with its relentless climbs.  
At least most of it is not 
rough underfoot!  We 
had trained on this 
section a lot so we were 
just into it!  The twins 
again had my number on 
the climb up from North 
Piha to Anawhata Road.  
I was struggling to keep 

their speed as they flew 
up the hill like 

grasshoppers.  We flew down to Kuataika stream then the monster Kuataika Hill was negotiated 
in third gear knowing that we had to conserve some energy for the long drag along Te Henga.  
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Again I was amazed how Ashley and Claire could just smash it out in a metronomic fashion with 
no rest until much earned high fives at the top. 
 
Houghton Track was pleasingly a little drier than it had been two weeks earlier.  Soon we were 
heading for Wainamu Falls - the prescribed long way around the lake.  Approaching Bethells 
around the towering black dunes, Ashley’s calves started feeling sore and this was the only small 
crack I saw in anyone’s condition all day.  She had a massive resolve to finish and I had preached 
to them all day the need to communicate.  They do tend to travel without saying much.  Out 
came the Voltaren rub and Panadol that had been packed in the First Aid Kit.  Within 10 minutes 
of setting off again she was back on track and happy.  With a toilet stop at the dunes and with 
the first aid stop we still rolled into Bethells to now be 20 minutes inside our conservative 
estimate.  We could now spend the time we had banked on Te Henga with no real threat that we 
would lose light while negotiating its rutted surface. 
 
Leg 6 Bethells to Muriwai 16km 
 
The beautifully scenic Te Henga is in terrible condition underfoot.  It is long, uneven and 
overgrown with flax, gorse and other nasty plants.  One kilometre of travel here seems to hang 
for an eternity.  Our strategy here was simple: we would hike basically the entire length of Te 
Henga at a speed to enable us to get off the track before it got dark.  If we had anything left to 
give we would run the road to finish. 
 
This is exactly how it played out.  The final climb to Constable Road was tough as expected.  
Claire this time just absolutely left Ashley and me in her dust.  In our defence though we had to 
film some footage for the video of the final steep pinch!  We emerged from our battle on Te 
Henga bleeding with 
scratches; we all had 
multiple gorse prickles 
in our hands.  We had 
however survived our 
last real test. 
 
Mel was at the top of 
Te Henga.  We 
hurriedly changed into 
more cushioned road 
shoes, donned our 
headlamps, some extra 
clothing and took a 
swig of drink.  By this 
stage though, all I 
wanted was an ice cold 
beer!  It would have to 
wait a little longer.  The day was now becoming cold as the sun sunk below the horizon and the 
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wind began to whip up from the South East.  This far out though, it would take more than that to 
even dent our euphoric mood. 
 
Soon we were jogging the long straight along Oaia Road.  Although surprisingly we could still 
freely run, the hard surface was beginning to punish our tightening calves.  We were determined 
however to push on, and not only finish but clock under 20 hours in doing so. With less than 4km 
remaining, just as it started to become dark we were greeted on the road by my cousin, Megan, 
who lives at Muriwai.  It was fantastic to see her; she was very excited.  We hugged and chatted 
briefly before continuing with headlamps and a torch blazing.  Careful not to lose the trail we 
navigated the final tracks and continued on past the gannet colony.  It was too dark now to see 
anything there.  It was now pretty much pitch black as the moon was yet to rise.  The final climb 
to the Muriwai car park let up only the faintest red glimmer on the western horizon as the day let 
go to night. 
 
It was 8:50pm, 40 minutes inside my conservative estimate. Finishing was all too surreal.  Mel 
and Megan’s neighbours cheered us into an otherwise deserted car park.  We didn’t linger long as 
it was getting pretty cold.  A couple of quick photos back to Megan’s for a shower, beer and 
homemade pizza. 
 
It was hard to believe we had put together and executed a near perfect day.  It was hard to 
believe everything had gone so smoothly.  It was hard to believe we had finished in such great 
shape.  Not only had I completed this great challenge, but shoulder to shoulder with my two 13 
year old twin daughters who deserve all the attention and all the accolades that come their way.  
I am in awe.  This was their day and their achievement.  No, we didn’t break any speed records, 
but perhaps ask the gods of the trail that hold those records, ‘what were you doing when you 
were 13’? 
 
We had learnt so much over the previous months and, indeed, years.  We had all matured and 
put all our work and knowledge together accomplishing a feat that two years ago I had dismissed 
as fanciful.  Confucius say: 
 
“One who wants to do something will find a way. One who doesn’t will find an excuse”. 
 
I couldn’t be happier; we found a way. 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SlrzQHn9644 
 
 

 
 
 


